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We hope you’ve had a great summer and that you’re 
now feeling ready for autumn, which seems to have 
snuck up on us again! Before we look ahead to what’s 
coming up we’d first like to thank you so much for all 
the support on some of our favourite books from the last 
few months, especially The Doll Factory, The Umbrella 
Mouse, and What the Ladybird Heard 10th Anniversary. 
We’ve loved seeing pictures of your incredible displays 
and events, so please do keep them coming.

This autumn we’re hugely excited to be publishing 
the long-awaited autobiography from Elton John, Me, 
which we can promise will make for excellent reading. 
See inside for details of the free tote bags, POS and 
gorgeous display materials which we have available to 
support this massive publishing event.

We also have a whopping FIVE independent 
exclusive editions for you this autumn. The Long Call 
by Ann Cleeves is the first book in a brilliant new series 
set in North Devon, and our signed indie exclusive 
edition contains a unique travelogue written by Ann. 
We also have a brand new book from Jessie Burton, 
The Confession, with a limited edition that’s signed and 
numbered, and comes complete with a ribbon marker 
and exclusive endpapers. If you haven’t had a reading 
copy yet, just get in touch and we’ll post one out to you! 

There are also a whole host of treats coming 
from our Children’s team, including the new book 
from Frances Hardinge, Deeplight, available in a 
hand-stamped signed limited edition, and Meerkat 
Christmas, the new festive picture book from the much-
loved Emily Gravett, which comes with an exclusive 
colour print. Finally, the eagerly-anticipated Children 
of Virtue and Vengeance from Tomi Adeyemi is coming 
in December, and our indie exclusive edition has 
gorgeous sprayed edges.

Last but not least, some festive cheer from our 
favourite ex-doctor, Adam Kay, whose new book of diary 
entries, Twas the Nightshift Before Christmas, will be 
arriving just in time for Christmas in a perfect stocking 
filler package. Proofs are in, and we would love you to 
get reading - just get in touch to get your hands on one.

Please sign up to our newsletter if you haven’t 
already, email us at pinboard@macmillan.com and 
follow us on Twitter @PanMacPinboard and Instagram 
(PanMacPinboard) for all the latest updates, proof and 
POS giveaways, competitions and more.

Dear Booksellers,

The team at Pan Macmillan

Richard Green
Independent Bookshop 
& Wholesaler Manager
richard.green@macmillan.com

Toby Watson
South East, East Anglia 
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Keren Western
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k.western@macmillan.co.uk

Andrew Belshaw
Northern England
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Kate Bullows
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and the South West
k.bullows@macmillan.co.uk

Meet the team

David Adamson
Sales Manager 
Ireland
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Thank you so much for your ongoing support and beautiful displays. If you’d like to see your display featured in 
Pinboard, please do tweet us @PanMacPinboard or email us pinboard@macmillan.com

What We Loved

EBB & FLO

DAVID’S BOOKSHOP CHORLEYWOOD BOOKSHOP

STORYTELLERS INC

ROSSITER BOOKS

BOOKA BOOKSHOP

THE STEYNING BOOKSHOP

THE ALDEBURGH BOOKSHOP

KIBWORTH BOOKS

IMAGINED THINGS

NANTWICH BOOKSHOP

MAINSTREET TRADING
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We have a wide range of POS available all year round, particularly for children’s books, 
so if you’re hosting an event or need some activities for half term always tweet us @PanMacPinboard

or email us pinboard@macmillan.com – we’d love to help you out.

POS for Autumn 2019

The Confession 
Poster, bookmarks, 
and a rabbit standee

easy ways you can 
make a difference
Milk in plastic bottles 

Buy fruit and veg loose

Plastic-wrapped fruit and veg  

Switch to microplastic-free  
or use tooth powder 

Toothpaste

Plastic toothbrush

‘Without doubt 

one of  the 

best novels of 

recent years’

Elizabeth Day

The sensational 

new novel 

from the 

million-copy 

bestselling 

author of 

The Miniaturist 

and The Muse

Illustrations by L
ucy Scholes

How do you unlock your future when you don’t have  the key to your past?

OUT NOW IN HARDBACK

FROM THE MILLON COPY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE MINIATURIST and THE MUSE

‘Without doubt one of  the best novels of recent years’
Elizabeth Day

Illustrations by Lucy Scholes

The first in a new series from  Chris Riddell, bestselling author  of the Ottoline and Goth Girl series

Illustrations © Chris Riddell 2019

SEPTEMBER
The Long Call 
Poster

Tombland 
Poster and bookmarks

Guardians of Magic 
Poster, bookmarks and
a character standee

Plastic Sucks! 
Poster and bookmarks

Elton John (min. order required) 
Window display packs
Standee
FSDU

Children of Virtue 
and Vengeance 
Poster

Pinch of Nom 
Poster

Macmillan Collector’s Library 
Poster
Collector’s Booklet
Poems to Keep in your Pocket

Twas the Nightshift 
Before Christmas 
Display pack 
(contents 
TBC)

Deeplight 
Posters and bookmarks

Frost Fair 
Shelf talker

The Snail and the Whale Festive Edition 
Activity sheets 

How Winston 
Delivered Christmas 
Activity sheets 

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER

For downloadable activity sheets please visit: 
https://trade.panmacmillan.com/activity-sheets*A
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Macmillan

Collector’s Library

POEMS TO KEEP IN YOUR POCKET  
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TWAS THE NIGHTSHIFT BEFORE CHRISTMAS | ADAM KAY

Monday, 20 November 2006
 

The Christmas rota has been emailed round 
and – jingle balls – I've drawn the short straw.

Colleagues give me sympathetic looks all day. 
Donald, one of the other SHOs pats me on the 
back. “Hard lines, mate.” I open my mouth to tell 
him it’s fine, when he jumps straight in with “My 
mum’s dying and it’s the last Christmas I’m going to 
spend with her”.

“Oh god, Don – I’m so sorry, I had no idea. I 
wasn’t asking to swap…”

“No no, it’s my suggestion for you – email them 
back with that as an excuse.”

And so we return – with aching sides – into the 
diaries of Adam Kay, this time for a hilarious, 
horrifying and sometimes heartbreaking peek 
behind the blue curtain at Christmastime with 
25 of Adam’s most memorable encounters on 
the night ward during the festive period. 

The perfect stocking-sized gift for Christmas this 
year! Signed stock and POS packs will be available 
– speak to your local sales representative for more 
information.

Twas the Nightshift Before Christmas is a love letter to all 
those who spend the season on the front line, removing 
babies and baubles from the various places they get 
stuck, at the most wonderful time of the year.

This is Going to Hurt was a runaway success and 
captured the heart of a nation. The numbers speak  
for themselves: 
• A No. 1 Sunday Times Bestseller for  

36 consecutive weeks
• Over 945k physical copies sold (UK TCM)
• The bestselling non-fiction paperback of 2019
• Four-time winner at the Specsavers Book Awards, 

including Book of the Year

TWAS THE
NIGHTSHIFT
BEFORE
CHRISTMAS
Adam Kay

9781529018585
A Format HB | £9.99 | 17.10.19 | Picador

An exclusive extract
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THE CONFESSION | JESSIE BURTON

Dear Bookseller, 

I knew a while ago that I wanted to write a novel about the 
physical, psychological and spiritual autonomy of women. I 
was writing my children’s book, The Restless Girls, at the time, 
and I think some of the themes I was examining back then 
were trying to find their way into my adult fiction. I knew one 
message had to make it into my pages: a woman must belong 
to herself first. She has to be her own rescuer, because no one 
else will do it as well or as thoroughly. 

In 2016, I made a trip to Los Angeles for the first time, to 
participate in a conference on historical fiction in Pasadena. 
LA was like nowhere else I’d ever been, and it soon became 
clear to me that my sense of wonder and alienation, mixed 
with sunshine, would have to find its way into a book of mine. 
And in 2018, when I went back to Hollywood to promote 
the U.S. version of The Miniaturist TV miniseries, I knew I’d 
made the right decision to make it one of the settings for The 
Confession. I have always been drawn to the worlds that Jackie 
Collins created in her books – almost fantasy lands of glamour 
and danger – and essentially, portraits of unapologetic female 
power. So the 1980s came calling – but I wanted to imagine: 
what if a very English, Muriel Spark-esque character found 
herself in the surreality of Beverly Hills? Would she sink or 
swim in one of those Hockney swimming pools? 

At the same time, I was growing increasingly aware of what 
was going on in the present day for mid-thirtysomething 
women – those who, over the passing of time, have achieved 
so much professionally and personally, but who might still 
be finding something wanting. They have left their twenties 
and early thirties behind, into a life of such richness, such 

compromise and complexity they could not have foreseen. 
From miscarriages to marriages, pregnancy and promotions, 
abortions, desire, motherhood, daughterhood, loneliness and 
joy: I wanted to articulate it all. I wanted my writing to dignify 
a woman’s body and mind, treating it with as much respect as 
literature has always treated a man’s journey through his own 
life, as if the male personal experience is the only one relevant 
enough to be considered universal. 

So after finishing The Restless Girls, I suppose I let three of 
them grow up and become some restless women. Through 
Rose, Elise and Connie, I created a story that ties the 1980s 
– the decade I was born – to the decade we’re living in now. 
If you read and enjoyed my previous two novels, I truly hope 
you’ll find something that resonates from them into this new 
story; but I also feel that The Confession contains within it a 
certain evolution. 

We are living in times of extraordinary upheaval, rebellion 
and hope, and whilst The Confession is not an overtly political 
novel, I’m excited to be publishing it now. I hope you find in 
these women a mirror, a spark, or some comfort. Maybe, if I’m 
lucky, you will find all three.

With my warmest wishes and thanks, 

Jessie Burton

We are thrilled to present you with the sensational new 
novel from Jessie Burton, the million-copy bestselling 
author of The Miniaturist and The Muse. Read on for a 
letter from Jessie introducing The Confession.

We have proofs and beautiful POS available, including a 
rabbit standee, so just shout if you’d like any! The Indie 
Exclusive edition will be a perfect Christmas hardback gift 
purchase. Each book will be signed by Jessie, plus all will 
have a ribbon marker, head and tail bands and endpapers 
exclusive to this edition.

THE CONFESSION
9781509886142 | HB | £16.99 | 19.09.19 | Picador
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THE LONG CALL | ANN CLEEVES

THE LONG CALL
Ann Cleeves

9781509889563 | HB | £16.99 | 05.09.19 | Macmillan

You’ve read the Shetland and Vera novels, and enjoyed them 
on your screens. Now it’s time for a new leading man from 
Ann Cleeves, as she introduces Detective Matthew Venn in 
this new series and setting. 

Ann herself hails from Devon, and its landscape and unique 
character imbue The Long Call with all the rural majesty that 
readers so loved about Shetland. So too returning to his home 
county is Matthew Venn, brought home by his father’s death 
to the strict evangelical community he left as a young man. 
But when the body of a man with an albatross tattoo on his 

To celebrate the launch of this new series we have 
a signed and numbered Indie Exclusive available 
which will include a travelogue written by Ann.

Advance praise for Ann Cleeves’ 
The Long Call

'Matthew Venn is a keeper. A stunning debut 
for Cleeves’ latest crimefighter' 
David Baldacci

'Brilliant - a page-turning and sensitively told tale,
with a vividly evoked North Devon setting' 
Chris Ewan, author of Safe House

'Who knew there could be a third detective as 
compelling as Vera and Jimmy? Matthew Venn 
is a triumph' 
Catriona McPherson, author of Strangers at the Gate

neck washes up stabbed on the beach, Venn becomes obsessed 
with catching the killer and uncovering the deadly secrets that 
lurk in Two Rivers.

Ann’s sales have never been bigger and we’ve seen the TV 
adaptations of both the Vera and Shetland series propel her 
novels into the charts. She’s now a Sunday Times bestselling 
author with last year’s September hardback Wild Fire entering 
at No. 7 and we’re thrilled to have such a huge platform on 
which to build this new series.

In this rural idyll, where two rivers meet, crime 
is always there waiting to rise from the water.
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PINCH OF NOM: EVERYDAY LIGHT

Method 
Preheat the oven to 220°C (fan 200°C/gas mark 7).

Dissolve the chicken stock cubes in the boiling water. Add 
the lemon juice to the chicken stock. Cut the chicken breasts 
in half and put them into a roasting dish. Pour the stock into 
the roasting dish around the chicken. Sprinkle the piri piri, 
basil, oregano and garlic granules over the top of the chicken 
breasts. Then spray them with some low-calorie cooking spray. 
Season with salt and pepper. Put the roasting dish into the 
middle of the preheated oven for 35 minutes.

Cut the halloumi into slices. When the chicken is cooked 
(check by slicing through the middle of a piece if you are 
unsure; it should be juicy and white all the way through), 
place a slice of cheese onto each piece and put back into the 
oven to melt.

Slice the ciabatta rolls and spray with low-calorie cooking 
spray. Pop them into the oven to toast for a few minutes. Keep 
your eye on them – you don’t want them to burn.

Mix the yoghurt, piri piri seasoning, paprika, sweetener, onion 
granules and balsamic vinegar together to make the sauce. 
Season with salt and pepper to taste. Assemble the burgers, 
adding in a slice of pineapple and a dollop of the sauce 
and serve.

Tip
If you like more spice, you can add some chilli powder into 
the sauce, and add extra piri piri seasoning to the chicken 
breasts.

Ingredients
For the burger
2 chicken stock cubes, dissolved in 150ml boiling water
3 tbsp lemon juice
2 large chicken breasts (400g)
½ tsp piri piri seasoning
½ tsp basil
¼ tsp oregano
1 tsp garlic granules
low-calorie cooking spray
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
90g reduced-fat halloumi cheese
4 ciabatta rolls
4 pineapple rings

For the sauce
75g fat-free natural yoghurt
¼ tsp piri piri seasoning
½ tsp sweet paprika
½ tsp granulated sweetener
½ tsp onion granules
1 tsp balsamic vinegar
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

To accompany (optional)
75g mixed side salad (+ 8 kcal per serving)

10

This cheeky chicken burger combines piri piri flavours, sweet 
pineapple and a creamy sauce to make a warm spiced burger 
that will be a favourite with all the family.

mins prep time 35 mins cook time

361 kcal per serving 4

37.7g GF

servings

carbs per serving
Use gluten-free stock 
cubes and ciabatta

Garlic Piri Piri Burger

One of the absolute highlights of our year has been 
watching Pinch of Nom grow into an undeniable 
phe-Nom-enon, becoming the fastest selling non-
fiction book of all time. 

To say thank you for your support, here is a peek at one of the 
mouth-watering recipes from the second Pinch of Nom title, 
Everyday Light. In fact, every single one of the 100 new low-fat 
feasts in Pinch of Nom: Everyday Light is under 400 calories, 
including accompaniments. We’re sure this is going to be 
a massive bestseller too! The good news is we’ll be running 
another pre-order campaign offering exclusive Pinch of Nom 
aprons with purchase for participating bookshops.
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PINCH OF NOM: EVERYDAY LIGHT
          9781529026405 | HB 
          £20.00 | 12.12.19 | Bluebird
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GOTTA GET THEROUX THIS | LOUIS THEROUX

GOTTA GET THEROUX THIS
Louis Theroux

9781509880362
HB | £20.00 | 19.09.19 | MacmillanPOS

Though I knew him to be a business executive and 
samba instructor, the poised man who came to 

the door in his t-shirt and pyjama bottoms, with his 
well-tended white beard and faint air of naughtiness, 
looked more like the sensei at an erotic dojo.

I was a little out of breath. The house stood on the 
side of a pine-covered slope on a street on the edge of 
Portland, Oregon, and I’d had to climb a steep drive in 
inappropriate leather footwear to get there, being met 
at the top by Cliff, my host.

He ushered me inside and I ventured into a large 
kitchen where little Indian statues of couples in coitus 
sat beside generic holiday snaps of Cliff’s children.

Bowls of food were arrayed on countertops – a 
buffet of the type you would find in the business 
lounge of a regional airport: grapes and apple slices 
and small slabs of cheese. The kitchen filled up: 
couples, a handful of singles, male and female in 
roughly equal measure. Many of the guys were in 
plain collared shirts, and the women in knee-length 
dresses – they might have been at a church mixer. 
But there was also a sprinkling of more flamboyant 
partygoers. A bearded man in a blue sarong, his shirt 
unbuttoned to show a huge blue pendant resplendent 
on his hairy chest. A heavyset lady in an orange 
kimono that was open to reveal a generous helping of 
cleavage.

A woman, probably in her thirties, was smiling 
at me with a daffy air of free-spirited bonhomie that 
seemed to invite further inquiry.

‘Are you excited?’ I asked.
‘I’m so excited!’ she replied.

An extract from Gotta Get Theroux This

Now one of the most recognised faces on our television screens, Louis Theroux’s 
journey to presenter-extraordinaire is almost as strange and unlikely as some of his 
subjects. Gotta Get Theroux This is the funny and insightful memoir of this much-loved 
documentary maker that charts his weird and wonderful exploits through two decades of 
ground-breaking programming. We have a limited supply of t-shirts and badges available 
to make sure you Get Theroux the Christmas rush! 
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ME
Elton John

9781509853311
HB | £25.00 | 15.10.19 | Macmillan

ME | ELTON JOHN

POS

Are you ready? The good news is, it’s not 
gonna be a long long time! The first ever 
autobiography from one of music’s best-
loved personalities is hitting shelves in a 
matter of weeks.

In Me you’ll get everything smash-hit film Rocketman teased 
at: the whole truth about Reginald Dwight’s extraordinary 
journey from Pinner to pop prince. His has been a life full 
of drama, from the early rejection of his work with song-
writing partner Bernie Taupin to spinning out of control as 
a chart-topping superstar. In Me Elton writes about disco 
dancing with the Queen, half-heartedly trying to drown 
himself in a swimming pool, friendships with John Lennon, 
Freddie Mercury and George Michael, setting up his AIDS 
Foundation, and everything in between. As the whirlwind of 
fame overtook him, Elton hid a drug addiction that would 
hold him in its grip for over a decade. He writes powerfully 
about getting clean, finding love and becoming a father, with 
all the wit, humour and warmth you’d expect.

At once hilariously outrageous and heartfelt, this is the story 
of a genuine global icon, told with candour and intimacy. 
We can’t wait for you to hold copies in your hands and 
recommend them to your customers! 

As befits Elton John, we’ve got a magnificent array of POS to bring your bookshops to life this autumn. 
Each window display pack includes a window cling, two A2 posters, two cardboard records, 12-inch classic Elton 
images and a pair of star-shaped glasses! We also have a very limited quantity of life-size Elton standees available 
for windows, plus an FSDU. AND, last but not least our beautiful tote bags which are free with purchase for 
participating bookshops. Minimum order required to avail of all Elton John POS materials.

*Please note these images are not final
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PLATFORM 13

Dear Booksellers,

You may already know and love the late, great Eva Ibbotson’s 
work – whether it’s her seminal classic Journey to the River Sea, 
her sweeping adult romances or her warm, funny, adventurous 
magical middle-grade.  If you haven’t yet read her you have 
such a treat in store and I’m writing to let you know about one 
in particular that’s coming your way.  

The Secret of Platform 13 is celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary 
this year and to mark the occasion, Macmillan Children’s 
Books are diving straight back into Eva’s inspirational world 
of magical islands, hags and cases of mistaken identity. We 
are delighted to be publishing a brand new sequel, Beyond 
Platform 13, written by Sibéal Pounder, prize-winning author 
of the Witch Wars and Bad Mermaids series. We will also be 
publishing a special anniversary edition of The Secret of Platform 
13, with both being illustrated by the outstanding Beatriz 
Castro (Nevermoor).

Taking you on a journey from Vienna’s Sacher Hotel to the 
Island of Mist, via the famous (and original!) enchanted 
Platform 13 in King’s Cross Station, Sibéal has captured 
all of the magic, humour and kindness of Eva’s classic.                  

Join Odge the hag and Lina Lasky as they set out to solve the 
mystery of the mistmakers and save the Island of Mist from 
a pestilent invasion of harpies, discovering important truths 
about friendship, home and hair rollers along the way.  

Eva Ibbotson wrote with great experience about displacement, 
belonging and empathy, always with a huge dollop of dry wit 
and adventure. Both The Secret of Platform 13 and Beyond Platform 
13 carry these important messages with the same lightness of 
touch and utter relevance twenty-five years on. This is the 
kind of story that you will be pressing into readers’ hands: 
whether they are existing fans of Eva or Sibéal, love Harry Potter, 
Nevermoor and Starfell, or they’re looking for adventure, magic 
and laughter, they will have come to the right place with this 
wonderful pair of books.

‘That’s the thing about magic – it’s only real if you believe 
in it’ says Lina in Beyond Platform 13 and if you’re discovering 
Eva’s incredible creation for the first time, or returning to the 
Island of Mist for a new adventure, you will come away a true 
believer. Happy reading!

Lucy Pearse

Calling all Eva Ibbotson fans! We’ve got two treats coming up in the form of a special anniversary edition of The 
Secret of Platform 13 as well as a brand new novel from Sibéal Pounder which picks up where Eva left off. Who 
better to introduce both of these gems to you than our very own Lucy Pearse, Mistmaker Campaigner and Senior 
Commissioning Editor . . . 

BEYOND PLATFORM 13
            9781529002874    
            PB | £6.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

THE SECRET OF PLATFORM 13
9781529002454    
PB | £6.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

IT’S TIME TO
RETURN TO
PLATFORM 13!

RC
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DEEPLIGHT | FRANCES HARDINGE

DEEPLIGHT
Frances Hardinge

9781509836956 | HB | £12.99 | 31.10.19 | MCB

Frances Hardinge’s long-awaited new novel is finally 
here, and let us tell you it is 100% worth the wait. Dive 
into an atmospheric underworld of terrifying gods, sacred 
relics and dangerous deep waters in Deeplight.  

Extra content includes beautiful illustrated guides to 
the gods, a map of the Myriad and an author letter from 
Frances herself. On top of that we’ve got an exclusive 
Independent Bookshop Limited Edition for you which will 
be signed, numbered and hand-stamped with a motif, and 
feature an endpaper design unique to this edition. 

Proofs, bookmarks and posters are all available
 – just let us know if you’d like any!

They say you can sail a thousand 
miles along the island chain of the 

Myriad, from the frosty shores of the 
north, to the lush, sultry islands of the 
south. They say that the islanders are 
like the red crabs that race along the 
shores – hardy, unpredictable, and as 
happy in the water as out of it. 

They say that the ocean around the 
Myriad has its own madness. Sailors tell 
of great whirlpools that swallow boats, 
and of reeking, ice-cold jets that bubble 
to the surface and stop the hearts of 
swimmers. Black clouds suddenly boil 
into existence amid flawless skies.

They say that there is a dark realm 
of nightmares that lies beneath the true 
sea. When the Undersea arches its back, 
the upper sea is stirred to frenzy.

They say that the Undersea was the 
dwelling place of the gods.

They say many things of the Myriad, 
and all of them are true.

The gods were as real as the 
coastlines and currents, and as merciless 
as the winds and whirlpools. The 
Glass Cardinal throttled galleons with 
translucent tendrils. The Red Forlorn 
floated like a cloud of blood in the 
water. Kalmaddoth howled with a 
razor lattice instead of a mouth. Dolor 
lurched through the water, kicking 
with dozens of human legs. The 
Hidden Lady waited in the silent deeps, 
shrouded by her own snaking hair. 
Now and then one would rise from the 
Undersea and appear in the pale light 
of day, devouring schooners, smashing 
ports to flinders, and etching their 
shapes into the nightmares of all. Some 
of them sang as they did so.

For centuries the gods ruled the 
Myriad through awe and terror, each 
with its own cluster of islands as 
territory. Human sacrifices were hurled 
into the waters to appease them, and 

every boat was painted with pleading 
eyes to entreat their mercy. They were 
served, feared and adored.

Then, without warning, the gods 
turned on each other.

It took barely a week for them to tear 
one other apart – a week of tidal waves 
and devastation. Many hundreds of 
islanders lost their lives. By the end, no 
living gods remained, only vast corpses 
rolling in the deep. Even thirty years 
after this Cataclysm, nobody knows 
why it happened. The gods are still 
mysterious, though the fear of them is 
slowly waning.

They say that a coin-sized scrap of 
dead god can make your fortune, if the 
powers it possesses are strange and rare 
enough, and if you are brave enough to 
dive for them.

This is also true.

RC

An extract from Deeplight

IE
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WAYWARD SON / CHILDREN OF VIRTUE AND VENGEANCE

WAYWARD SON
Rainbow Rowell

9781509896882
HB | £12.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

CHILDREN OF VIRTUE 
AND VENGEANCE
Tomi Adeyemi

9781529034431
HB | £12.99 | 03.12.19 | Macmillan Children’s Books

Ever since Tomi Adeyemi smashed onto the YA scene with her bold 
and brilliant debut Children of Blood and Bone, readers have been 
clamouring for the follow-up, and to find out what happened after 
that cliffhanger. 

Children of Virtue and Vengeance sees the next chapter in Zélie’s story unfold, 
as she discovers that the ritual she and Amari used to bring magic back to 
Orïsha reignited not just the magic of the maji, but some nobles with magical 
ancestry as well. As civil war looms on the horizon, can Zélie unite the maji, 
and bring the kingdom together before it tears itself apart?

We’ve even got an extra-special Independent Bookshop Exclusive Edition in 
the works, featuring a gorgeous sprayed edge and exclusive endpapers.

We’ll have posters and bookmarks available too!

Rainbow’s fans have been practically hammering down the door 
for an update on what Simon and Baz have been up to since the 
events of Carry On. Now Rainbow Rowell reveals what happens to 
a Chosen One after he saves the day. His hero’s journey might be 
over, but his life has just begun.

Simon Snow did everything he was supposed to do. He beat the villain. 
He won the war. He even fell in love. Now comes the good part, right? 
Now comes the happily ever after . . . So why can’t Simon Snow get off the 
couch?

What he needs, according to his best friend, is a change of scenery. That’s 
how Simon and Penny and Baz end up in a vintage convertible, tearing 
across the American West. They find trouble, of course. (Dragons, vampires, 
skunk-headed things with shotguns.) And they get lost. They get so lost, they 
start to wonder whether they ever knew where they were headed in the first 
place . . . A fabulous magical road trip across America, this is Rainbow at her 
witty, romantic best.

IE
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JEFFREY ARCHER

NOTHING VENTURED
Jeffrey Archer

9781509851287 | HB | £20.00 | 05.09.19 | Macmillan

This is not a detective story, it’s a story about the  
making of a detective . . . 

Nothing Ventured heralds the thrilling start of a brand new series in 
the style of Jeffrey Archer’s number one Sunday Times bestselling 
Clifton Chronicles books. This new series is named for its protagonist, 
William Warwick, a family man and a detective who will battle 
throughout his career against a powerful criminal nemesis. Through 
twists, triumph and tragedy, William Warwick is sure to become one 
of Jeffrey’s best-known heroes, and establish a legacy of his very own. 

In this first instalment, we see William defy his barrister father and 
enter the London Metropolitan Police Force. Investigating the theft of 
a priceless Rembrandt while trying to win the love of research assistant 
Beth Rainsford, William is sure to weave his way into the heart of loyal 
Jeffrey fans, but the series will also prove to be the perfect starting 
point for new readers yet to discover his masterful storytelling. 

KANE AND ABEL:
THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Jeffrey Archer
9781529015102 | HB | £40.00 | 28.11.19 | Macmillan

Jeffrey Archer’s Kane and Abel was a global phenomenon 
when it was first released, selling over one million copies in its 
first week of sale, and it has captivated readers worldwide ever 
since. To celebrate the 40th anniversary of one of the most 
popular books of the twentieth century we’re publishing this 
limited edition signed hardback.

They had only one thing in common . . . William Lowell Kane 
and Abel Rosnovski, one the son of a Boston millionaire, the other 
a penniless Polish immigrant – two men born on the same day on 
opposite sides of the world, their paths destined to cross in the ruthless 
struggle to build a fortune.

Kane and Abel is the marvellous story, spanning sixty years, of two 
powerful men linked by an all-consuming hatred, brought together by 
fate to save . . . and finally destroy . . . each other.
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NEW HARDBACK FICTION

THE OTHER END OF THE LINE
9781529001815 | HB 
£16.99 | 05.09.19 | Mantle

THE SUN SISTER
9781509840137 | HB 
£18.99 | 31.10.19 | Macmillan

Sweeping from the frenetic atmosphere of 
Manhattan to the magnificent wide-open 
plains of Africa, The Sun Sister is the sixth 
instalment in Lucinda Riley’s multi-million 
selling epic series, The Seven Sisters, which 
has seen huge series growth with each new 
book outselling the last. 

This time we are following the footsteps 
of sixth sister Electra D’Apliése, one of 
the world’s top models and the girl who 
seemingly has it all. Yet beneath the veneer 

AKIN
          9781529019964 | HB 
          £16.99 | 03.10.19 | Picador

Electra’s already tenuous self-control has 
been rocked by the death of her billionaire 
father, Pa Salt. Meanwhile back in 1939, 
Cecily Huntley-Morgan arrives in Kenya 
from New York to nurse a broken heart. 

Lucinda weaves the two narratives together 
with her signature skill. No other author in 
the market can do this quite as well as Riley, 
with fans time and time again astounded by 
her meticulous research and clamouring for 
the next in the series.

In her first contemporary novel since Room, 
bestselling author Emma Donoghue returns 
with her next masterpiece, a brilliant tale of 
love, loss and family. 

A retired New York professor’s life is 
thrown into chaos when he takes his great-
nephew to the French Riviera, in hopes 
of uncovering his own mother’s wartime 
secrets. Written with all the tenderness and 
psychological intensity that made Room 
a huge bestseller, Akin is a funny, heart-

wrenching tale with Emma’s fantastic skill for 
depicting inter-generational relationships at 
its full power. Predominantly based in Nice 
where Emma lived for a number of years, the 
southern France setting is also an integral part 
of the book, with the heat and beauty of the 
place present on every page.

The twenty-fourth Inspector Montalbano 
mystery and one of the last, following the 
sad passing of that titan of Italian literature 
Andrea Camilleri. But what a legacy to have 
left behind, with a fantastic addition to the 
canon in The Other End of the Line. 

Even in his nineties Camilleri was keenly 
attuned to the world around him and his 
native Italy. Inspired by the migrant crisis, 
this novel sees our Inspector Montalbano 
having to deal with a brutal murder in the 

wake of a surge of new arrivals at the docks 
of Vigàta. The connection between the two 
events however, may not be as obvious as 
most of the town is prepared to think . . . 
Exquisitely crafted with all the ingredients 
you would wish for from Andrea, you 
couldn’t hope for a more fitting adventure 
in this multi-million copy bestselling series.
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SINCERITY
9781509893454 
PB | £9.99 | 31.10.19

SOMEWHERE
BECOMING RAIN 
9781529028829 
HB | £12.99 | 03.10.19

TIME LIVED,  
WITHOUT ITS FLOW
9781529017106 
HB | £9.99 | 03.10.19

FROST FAIR 
9781509848171 
HB | £7.99 | 31.10.19

POEMS TO FALL
IN LOVE WITH 
9781529023237 
HB | £12.99 | 03.10.19

SELECTED POEMS 
9781529017120 
TPB | £14.99 | 03.10.19

Carol Ann Duffy’s tenth and final 
Christmas book, set in the frost 
fairs on London’s Thames in the 
sixteenth century. Beautifully 
illustrated and produced in a 
gorgeous small format, this is an 
irresistible festive gift and Christmas 
stocking must-have for 
all book lovers.

While not yet a household name, 
Denise Riley is one of our most 
critically acclaimed poets. Discover 
her immense talent, with all its 
formal deftness and instinctive 
musicality, in this anthology of 
her work. Taking in feminism, 
philosophy, literary history, song 
and aphorism, this is a collection 
that shakes what is thought to be 
certain, and stuns in its revelations.

‘I work to earth my heart.’

An astonishing, unflinching 
essay on the nature of grief, and 
a companion piece to Riley’s T. 
S. Eliot-shortlisted collection 
on maternal bereavement, Say 
Something Back. Published widely 
for the first time, this revised edition 
features a brand new introduction 
by Max Porter, author of Grief is the 
Thing with Feathers. 

As Duffy makes way for Simon 
Armitage to take the reins as Poet 
Laureate, Sincerity is a fitting 
culmination to her time in the 
position – a frank, disarming and 
deeply moving exploration of loss 
and remembrance in their many 
forms. Presented in a beautiful 
foiled package, this will be the 
literary Christmas present 
of choice.

POETRY

Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness . . . it’s not just Keats who knew that autumn is the 
most poetic time of the year! We’ve quite the harvest for you, with a smattering of everything 
including a new illustrated wonder from Chris Riddell that follows in the footsteps of Poems to 

Live Your Life By, and a stocking-sized Christmassy treasure from Carol Ann Duffy. 

Chris Riddell’s own favourite classic 
and modern love poems, selected 
and beautifully illustrated in this 
heartstopping anthology. 

Including work from E. E. 
Cummings, Leonard Cohen, Kate 
Tempest and more, newly brought 
to life by Chris’ intricate and 
exquisite artwork, Poems to Fall
in Love With is truly a book 
to treasure.

Clive James is a lifelong admirer of 
Philip Larkin. Somewhere Becoming 
Rain gathers all of James’ writing 
on this towering literary figure of 
the twentieth century together with 
extra material publishing for the 
first time. 

Erudite and entertaining in equal 
measure, this is a love letter from 
one of the world’s best living 
writers, to one of its most 
cherished poets. 
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ANTONI IN THE KITCHEN / HOW NOT TO DIET

ANTONI IN THE KITCHEN 
Antoni Porowski

HOW NOT TO DIET 
Michael Greger MD

9781529010336 | HB | £20.00 | 19.09.19 | Bluebird

9781509893065 | HB | £20.00 | 12.12.19 | Bluebird

Been watching Antoni on Queer Eye, wishing he was 
whipping up a culinary delight with you instead? Us too.  
(He’s obviously the best one.) While we sadly can’t get you 
all on the show, we can bring his fabulous flavours into your 
kitchen this September!

With his trademark inclusivity and warmth, Antoni’s debut 
cookbook oozes simple comfort and an accessible attitude to 
food. Containing one hundred recipes for Antoni’s favourite 
things to cook, this book – along with his disarmingly fresh 
approach to eating and living – will inspire both new and 
knowledgeable chefs to get in the kitchen and try something 
different. 

With chapters covering everything from 
‘Weeknight Healthyish Meals’, ‘Apps and Snacks’, 
and ‘Bakes’, you’re all set for something delicious, 
be you in the mood for something fast and feel-
good, or a more indulgent feast.

Following on from the staggering success of the groundbreaking plant-based 
eating manual How Not to Die, Michael Greger MD is back with another 
new take on nutrition.

What’s the best way to lose weight? We’ve no idea either. Thankfully, 
we have Michael Greger, founder of Nutritionfacts.org, on hand to tell 
us everything there is to know about maximising fat-burning systems for 
long-term weight management success. Put an end to dieting – turn instead 
to this easy approach to a healthy, plant-based lifestyle. Backed up with a 
treasure trove of buried data as well as the latest scientific breakthroughs, 
How Not to Diet goes beyond food to explore the many other weight-loss 
accelerators our body is capable of, and teaches you not only what to eat,  
but also when to eat to maximise the body’s natural fat-burning activities.

Accessible and actionable, Michael’s tips and tricks will help you lose  
weight safely, and for good.
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CRIME

THE ROOT OF EVIL  
9781509809394  
PB | £8.99 | 05.09.19

A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT
9781509874453  
HB | £18.99 | 14.11.19

I THOUGHT I KNEW YOU
9781509867875  
PB | £7.99 | 05.09.19

BLOOD IN THE WATER  
9781509832354  
HB | £14.99 | 05.09.19

The second instalment in 
the Inspector Barbarotti 
quintet from the renowned 
Swedish crime author 
Håkan Nesser. 

Forged in the fire of 
trauma and driven by a 
rare kind of strength, Atlee 
Pine is back on the case 
in this second instalment 
in David Baldacci’s 
new series. 

Who do you know best? 
Your oldest friend, or 
your child? A suspenseful 
psychological thriller 
questioning what we trust 
– and whose side you take 
when it really matters. 

A gripping Boston-set legal 
thriller, with international 
terrorism at its core, and a 
family at its heart. Perfect 
for fans of I Am Pilgrim.

YOUR TRUTH OR MINE?
9781509886265  
PB | £7.99 | 14.11.19

THE SECRET OF COLD HILL
9781509816231  
HB | £20.00 | 03.10.19

A debut psychological 
suspense title about the 
unravelling of a marriage 
and the dark secrets 
couples keep from one 
another.

A spine-tingling ghost 
story following on from 
Peter James’s bestselling 
The House on Cold Hill, 
whose theatre adaptation 
goes live the month of 
publication. 

DEAD AT FIRST SIGHT
9781509816415  
PB | £8.99 | 17.10.19

THE FAVOURITE SISTER
9781509839971  
PB | £7.99 | 05.09.19

The 15th Detective 
Superintendent Roy 
Grace novel leads Grace 
to a series of suspicious 
suicides. From the number 
one bestselling author 
Peter James. 

The gripping new novel 
from the bestselling 
author of Luckiest Girl 
Alive, featuring a pair of 
competitive sisters whose 
secrets and lies result 
in murder.

Pan Macmillan’s blood-chilling autumn works of crime fiction  
unpick the very darkest elements of our humanity. ANTONI IN THE KITCHEN 

Antoni Porowski
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BE THE CHANGE
9781529018943    
PB | £5.99 | 05.09.19 | MCB

ALSO PUBLISHING SOON
From National Poetry Day Ambassadors Liz Brownlee, Matt Goodfellow and 
Roger Stevens comes an incredible anthology of poetry identifying ways we can 
Be the Change. These positive and upbeat poems explore sustainability and 
the positive efforts being made to protect the planet and are perfect for starting 
conversations about looking after each other and our environment with kids.

PLASTIC SUCKS! | DOUGIE POYNTER

PLASTIC SUCKS!
Dougie Poynter

9781529019377 | PB | £9.99 | 05.09.19 | MCBPOS

In this awesome guide, Dougie Poynter – eco-warrior, 
McFly bassist and co-author of The Dinosaur That Pooped 
series – shows us how to get involved in the mission to 
cut out single-use plastic. Packed with easy-to-follow 
steps and infographics to help children make small 
changes with a big impact, this is a brilliantly accessible 
call-to-action. 

As a lifelong supporter of environmental causes and a key player in the 
campaign to ban microbeads in the UK, Dougie is always on the hunt 
for ways to reduce and replace plastic. Plastic Sucks! is his first solo 
authored project and draws on his own experiences in the fight against 
plastic waste, the problems he’s encountered and the solutions he’s 
found. Supported by an unmissable PR and marketing campaign, we’re 
hoping that Plastic Sucks! really will help kids get drastic with plastic.
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GUARDIANS OF MAGIC / THE TIME OF GREEN MAGIC

Two award-winning authors return this autumn with  
magical new stories full of adventure and mystery.

GUARDIANS OF MAGIC
Chris Riddell
9781447277972 | HB | £12.99 | 19.09.19 | MCB

The fight for magic begins . . .

The first in a brilliant new adventure series for children aged 8+ 
from Chris Riddell, creator of the Goth Girl and Ottoline series. 
Guardians of Magic is a stunningly illustrated magical quest in 
which three ordinary children, with extraordinary gifts, come 
together to defeat the enemies who threaten the mysterious cloud 
horses. 

The Kingdom of Thrynne is a place where fairy tales don’t 
behave, and magic can be found in unexpected places. But 
magic brings danger to Zam, Phoebe and Bathsheba, because it 
is forbidden. Now, the future of magic itself is under threat from 
powerful enemies: those who fear it and, worse, those who want to 
use it for their own ends. What can three ordinary children do to 
protect it?

A beautiful gift hardback with one spot colour blue ink 
throughout and a full-colour gatefold spread, Guardians of Magic 
is a truly special treat for kids (and adults!) this Christmas. We 
have POS and reading copies available.

THE TIME OF GREEN MAGIC
Hilary McKay
9781529019230 | HB | £12.99 | 05.09.19 | MCB

And now for another type of magic altogether . . .

The Time of Green Magic is the new book from Hilary McKay, author of 
The Skylarks’ War which won the Costa Children’s Book Award. 
A pen-perfect, spell-binding novel about family, magic, an old house and a 
mysterious feline visitor . . . 

Abi and her two step-brothers, Max and Louis, find that strange things 
happen when they are alone in their eerie, ivy-covered new house.
Abi finds herself tumbling deep into books, while Louis manages to 
summon a startling guest through his bedroom window. Even Max has 
started to see shapes in the shadows . . .

Their busy parents see none of it – but Louis’ secret visitor is growing too 
alarming to keep secret, and he finds he cannot manage without Max and 
Abi’s help. Can they find out where the mysterious creature has come from 
– and how to get it back there?
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MEERKAT CHRISTMAS / OH, CHRISTMAS TREE!

MEERKAT CHRISTMAS
9781509857296 | HB | £12.99 | 17.10.19 | Two Hoots

OH, CHRISTMAS TREE!
9781509827503 | PB | £6.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

Also available:

© Emily Gravett 2019

© Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet 2019

“Oooo, I wonder if there’ll be a present for me?”

“Hmmm, I’m not sure . . .

Have you been a good tree?!?”

“Of course I’ve been good.

I always behave!”

And that was when Belle

had her crafty brainwave . . .

“A present for me? 

Oh, I’d like that a LOT!

Now pop off and get it.

Go on . . . off you trot!”

“Dear Tree, we do have 

a present for you.

I think you deserve it, 

the others do too!”

It’s Christmas morning in the Kalahari.

The meerkats should be excited about opening their
presents, but they are too busy missing Sunny.

Until . . . 

“I truly love Christmas –
it’s awesome,
it ROCKS!

I’ll be helping with lunch,
I’m both willing and able.
I bet that they’ll make me
the head of the table.

But it’s being together
with family and friends
that makes Christmas special
and sad when it ends.”

And then there’s the crackers,
I do love a riddle!
And those colourful hats
that they hide in the middle.

Christmas in the Kalahari isn’t very, well, Christmassy . . .

Sunny the meerkat is on the hunt for the perfect Christmas, 
travelling from Australia to the Philippines, to the Arctic 
(snow is NOT like sand). Eventually, he finds a perfect 
Christmas. Snow is falling outside, everyone’s singing, there’s 
a tree, presents, and a huge dinner – it’s even got sprouts. But 
something’s still missing – the big meerkat mob! With the help 
of Santa, Sunny finally makes it home for Christmas. 

Adorably illustrated and with loads to spot and giggle at on 
every page, Meerkat Christmas is the perfect festive follow 
up to Emily’s bestelling Meerkat Mail, which has sold 
90,000 copies in the UK. Just like Meerkat Mail, there are 
novelty flaps integrated into the story, in the form of Sunny’s 
Christmas cards home to his family as he journeys around the 
world. This signed Independent Bookshop Exclusive Edition 
comes complete with a special print (not pictured) 
by Emily Gravett.

From the creative pair behind last year’s smash hit Snowball comes a 
hilarious new story full of their usual warmth and wit, with brilliant 
characters and a very funny rhyming text.

Everywhere on Sidney Street, houses are decorated ready for Christmas – 
except at number 34, whose Christmas tree is a little bit… different. Tree 
doesn’t want to be decorated and spend all Christmas standing around. 
Tree wants to help with lunch, pull crackers and tell jokes. Tree likes 
baking, cycling, science and skating. It’s looking like there’s no hope for 
Christmas, until the decorations come up with a clever plan to get Tree to 
wear the decorations without even noticing . . .

With a stunningly sparkly cover and 
illustrations that are guaranteed to tickle 
you, this is the perfect unconventional 
Christmas story that brings all the 
festive fun, with a serious splash of 
silliness to boot.

Independent bookshop exclusive • Independen
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Includes
FREE
print!
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A beautifully illustrated and rhyming 
retelling of a selection of Aesop’s Fables. 
This combines stunning illustrations 
from award-winning Marta Altés with 
the brilliant rhyming talents of Elli 
Woollard, creating a collection that 
children and adults alike will treasure. 
Stories include ‘The Hare and the 
Tortoise’, ‘The Donkey in the Lion’s 
Skin’ and ‘The Dog and his Reflection’, 
as well as all the classic favourites!

This lavish, foiled-jacketed collection 
includes nine adorable adventure stories 
featuring everyone’s favourite trolls, with 
illustrations taken from the beautiful 
animated series, Moominvalley. 
Children will love reading along as the 
Moomins and their friends encounter 
the hattifatteners, capture a dragon, 
unexpectedly move house – and meet 
the mysterious Groke…

A mind-blowing and informative 
illustrated book of lists, from the slimiest 
creatures to the only twelve people who 
have ever walked on the Moon – and 
everything in between! Filled with 
details on topics from the most shudder-
inducing bugs and the 37 most popular 
breeds of dog to 10 cures for hiccups 
and how to say ‘Happy New Year’ in 20 
different languages, there’s loads for kids 
to keep coming back to.

Text

As night fell, they 
clustered under the 

sprinkling of stars, hiding 
Starbird in the vast 

landscape.
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Text Text

Here he 
befriended all the 

creatures, who 
were enchanted 

by his songs.

With a flutter 
of thanks, he 

swooped down to 
the jungle world 

below him.
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As he took flight, the Moon King pounced.
Starbird was prisoner once again. 

With hope and 
happiness in his song, 
Starbird woke before 

dawn. Perhaps he didn’t 
notice that the stars were 

still gently twinkling.
Perhaps he didn’t see the 

Moon King hiding in 
the shadows . . .
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STARBIRD
Sharon King-Chai | 9781509899562 | HB | £12.99 | 05.09.19 | Two Hoots

STARBIRD / GIFTS FOR CHILDREN

AESOP’S FABLES, RETOLD BY ELLI WOOLLARD

9781509886661 | HB | £14.99 
03.10.19 | MCB

ADVENTURES IN MOOMINVALLEY
9781529016468 | HB | £12.99 | 31.10.19 
MCB

THE CURIOUS BOOK OF LISTS
9780753444870 | HB | £12.99 | 17.10.19 
Kingfisher

© Sharon King-Chai 2019

Sharon King-Chai is the illustrator behind the most beautiful 
children’s book of last year – Animalphabet, written by Julia 
Donaldson. It’s sold almost 13,000 copies so far, and we absolutely 
can’t wait for Starbird, Sharon’s jaw-dropping new picture book, to 
hit the shelves to be read and admired. Already selected as the BA’s 
Book of the Month for September, we hope you love it as much as 
we do.

Starbird is an original fable about freedom and love. Sharon’s unique 
paper cut illustrations bring the story to life, with silver foil on every 
page, as Starbird crosses jungles and oceans, deserts and mountains, 
and meets a whole host of animals on his journey home. The poetic, 
lyrical story really will leave you spellbound. We have posters, foiled 
birds and colouring sheets for in-store displays!
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PICTURE BOOK PICKS

THE MISADVENTURES OF FREDERICK
9781509851539 | HB | £12.99 | 19.09.19 | Two Hoots

The highlight of the season is the exquisitely illustrated 
The Misadventures of Frederick. Debut author Ben Manley’s 
humorous and charming text is paired with the intricately 
detailed illustrations of Emma Chichester Clark, creator
of Plumdog.

In a mansion surrounded by lakes and forests, Frederick is 
very bored. He leads the most sheltered life imaginable: and 
when Emily invites him to play outside he has no choice but 
to refuse – what if he hurts himself? Much better to stay safely 
indoors. But Emily is not one to take no for an answer.

A series of brilliantly funny and evocative letters between 
Frederick and Emily form the frame of this unique story which 
weaves together the colourful, adventurous world of Emily 
with Frederick’s drab life of boredom and safety. With a hint 
of The Secret Garden about it, The Misadventures of Frederick 
is a poetic and playful tale about the joys of going outside and 
having adventures.

HANSEL AND GRETEL
9781509842704   
PB | £6.99 | 03.10.19 | Two Hoots

I AM PERFECTLY DESIGNED 
9781529036152   
HB | £11.99 | 14.11.19 | MCB

From the hugely talented young illustrator and writer Bethan Woollvin, award-winning creator 
of the iconic Little Red and Rapunzel, comes the paperback release of Hansel and Gretel, a very 
funny twist on the classic fairy tale printed in vibrant Pantone inks.

A joyful celebration of loving who you are, exactly as you are. Written by Karamo Brown, culture
expert on the hit Netflix series Queer Eye, and his son Jason, this empowering story sees a boy and his 
father take a walk through the city chatting about all the ways in which they are perfectly designed for 
each other.

ONCE UPON A WILD WOOD
9781509817078   
PB | £6.99 | 05.09.19 | MCB

The paperback release of Chris Riddell’s Once Upon a Wild Wood: a richly imagined story packed 
full of familiar fairy tale characters as you’ve never seen them before, including Red Riding Hood, 
Thumbelina, Rapunzel, Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, the three bears, the seven dwarfs and 
many more!
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MIDDLE-GRADE FICTION

The second novel in Emma 
Donoghue’s series, charmingly 
illustrated by Caroline Hadilaksono. 
Organizing large family celebrations can 
be a tricky challenge for the Lotterys. 
When an ice storm strikes AND a visitor 
from Brazil overstays his welcome, even 
the best-laid plans start to unravel… 
Phenomenal middle-grade writing 
about a thoroughly modern family.

The first in a new series of short stories 
about the world’s smartest, craziest 
and most annoying practical joker 
from Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton, 
creators of the bestselling  
Treehouse series. 

Amy Wilson, author of Snowglobe, 
brings us another spellbinding novel. 
As autumn turns to magical winter, 
Stella realizes that uncovering her own 
family secret is the only way to release 
the forest from the grip of a dark and old 
magic. Follow Stella through a world 
of winter frosts and otherworldly magic 
as she discovers that she has even more 
powers than she realises. 

Join in the fun with these three funny, 
festive stories about Father Christmas 
and his bonkers family – nothing goes 
to plan when the Christmases are 
about! Perfect for newly confident 
readers or for the family to enjoy 
together, Sue Mongredien’s The Real 
Family Christmas, featuring gorgeous 
illustrations from Kate Pankhurst, is sure 
to put everyone in the festive spirit.

The second book in this spooky series, 
perfect for fans of Goosebumps, from 
bestselling duo Brendan Reichs and 
Ally Condie. Nico, Opal, Tyler, Emma, 
and Logan want to keep their heads 
down, enjoy Halloween, and explore 
the secrets of their mysterious houseboat 
clubhouse, but things begin to spiral 
out of control. Follow the friends as 
they try figure out how to restrain the 
Darkdeep…

Katherine Rundell retells Rudyard 
Kipling’s enduring classic The Jungle 
Book for younger readers, as she creates 
charming and compelling origin stories 
for all Kipling’s best-loved characters. 
This paperback edition features a 
gorgeous foiled cover and Kristjana 
S. Williams’ colour illustrations 
throughout. Truly a book for all the 
family to treasure and share!

THE LOTTERYS MORE OR LESS 
9781509803224 | PB | £6.99 
31.10.19 | MCB

JUST KIDDING 
9781529022964 | PB | £6.99 
17.10.19 | MCB

THE TREEHOUSE 
JOKE BOOK 
9781529030440 | PB | £6.99 
31.10.19 | MCB

ALSO COMING SOON:

SHADOWS OF WINTERSPELL 
9781529018967 | PB | £6.99 | 17.10.19 
MCB

THE REAL FAMILY CHRISTMAS 
9781529006933 | PB | £6.99 | 31.10.19 
MCB

THE BEAST 
9781529008340 | PB | £6.99 | 31.10.19 
MCB

INTO THE JUNGLE 
9781509824601 | PB | £9.99 | 17.10.19 
MCB

We’ve got plenty of exciting children’s titles on the way this autumn including funny short stories, 
fantasy, and reimagined classics to keep middle-grade readers entertained.
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MARIE KONDO

Kiki and Jax were best friends. Jax enjoyed sorting, and Kiki enjoyed collecting.

But they didn’t always like doing things the same way. 

Kiki and Jax INTERIOR.indd   6-7 5/21/19   3:50 PM

We’ve all been dazzled by beautifully curled rows of socks, alongside supremely satisfying shirts transformed 
into perfect squares. These combined with a mantra of ‘spark joy’ have hypnotized a nation and MariKon’s 

ambitions to have us all tidying and tidied do not end there – it’s going to be a Kondo Christmas!

MARIE KONDO

THE LIFE-CHANGING MANGA
OF TIDYING UP
9781529028355 | PB
£9.99 | 17.10.19 | Bluebird

1 0

YOU 
KNOW, I 
WAS JUST 
GETTING 

CHANGED.

WHOA! 
HE’S 

REALLY 
CUTE!

JUST A 
MOMENT 
PLEASE.

I LIVE 
NEXT 
DOOR 
AND...

WHO 
WOULD’VE 
GUESSED A 
GUY LIKE 

THAT LIVED 
NEXT DOOR!

TOO LATE 
FOR MAKEUP, 

BUT LET 
ME GET 

SOMETHING 
NICER ON.

HUH?  
WHAT 

HAPPENED?
I’M 

COMING 
IN!

Thud!
Bump-bump

yank

A
G
H
H!

Slip
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The Life-Changing Manga of Tidying 
Up brings Kondo’s message to life 
through the medium of manga, a 
perfect way of capturing the charm and 
personality of the television series and 
her previous publishing. It tells the story 
of Chieko, who transforms her home, 
work, and love life using Kondo's advice 
and inspiration. 

Packed with Marie’s most quintessential 
tips and tricks as well as being a great 
story and treat for the eyes, this is the 
whole package, and a perfect gift for 
existing fans of the show. 

1 1

UH...

Slip

Kond_9780399580536_xp_all_r1.indd   11

5/16/17   2:31 PM

2

YES. I’LL 
GRAB A TAXI 
OVER THERE.

GOODNIGHT, 
SIR!

TURN 
RIGHT AT 
THE NEXT 
LIGHT. PHEW... 

cl i ck

IT’S 
IN THAT 

APARTMENT 
BLOCK.

TIME 
FOR US 
TO BE 
OFF, 
TOO.

YOU 
LIVE IN THE 
OPPOSITE 

DIRECTION, 
RIGHT, 

CHIAKI?
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the life-changing manga of          tidying up

Chiaki Suzuki

Twenty-nine years  old .  Sales 
rep.  S ingle.  Fa l ls  in  love easi ly 

but  loses interest  quickly, 
which makes i t  hard for  her  to 

have a  last ing  relat ionship.

1 decide to tidy up . . . . . . . .1

2 visualize your  
ideal lifestyle . . . . . . . . . . 19

3 finish discarding 
first . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

4 tidy by category . . . . . . . 55

5 just fold and  
stand upright . . . . . . . . . . 73

6 choose books  
by feel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91

7 papers and  
komono . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .109

8 leave sentimental  
items for last . . . . . . . . . .127

9 store things where  
they belong . . . . . . . . . . . 149

10 real life begins  
after putting your  
house in order. . . . . . . . .167

 afterword . . . . . . . . . . . . .186

 about the author 
and illustrator. . . . . . . . . 187

contents
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I’M 
HOME!
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the life-changing manga of          tidying up

Marie Kondo

Tidying consultant .  Nickname: 
KonMari .  Has a  winning smi le 
but  is  an  exact ing instructor.

introducing the characters

Chiaki’s Neighbor

Go o d-lo oking guy who l ives  in 
the apar tment  next  to  Chiaki ’s . 

Works  as  a  co ok at  a  café. 
L ikes  to  ke ep things  t idy.

a magical story

Kond_9780399580536_xp_all_r1.indd   3 5/16/17   2:31 PM

KIKI AND JAX:
THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF FRIENDSHIP
9781529032116 | HB
£11.99 | 05.11.19 | Macmillan Children’s Books

Marie, a mother of two herself, has also turned her hand to 
the world of children’s writing in partnership with Korean-
American illustrator Salina Yoon. 

In Kiki and Jax: The Life-Changing Magic of Friendship, Kiki 
the squirrel has a bit of a hoarding habit that her owl-pal Jax 
is determined to help her overcome.  With Kiki’s home an 
obstacle course it's hard for the two of them to play together. 
But Jax has a plan – he teaches Kiki how to sort everything 
and to keep only those things that… you guessed it, spark joy.

A sweet and straightforward story on making room for the 
things (and owls!) most important in your life, this is a treat 
for parent and child. 
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GIFTS FOR ADULTS

MY LIFE AND RUGBY
9781509850709 | HB
£20.00 | 21.11.19 | Macmillan

THE LITTLE RED BOOK OF KLOPP
9781529012071 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | Macmillan

This blistering autobiography 
tells the rugby legend’s own story, 
as well as that of the England 
team’s remarkable turnaround, 
with all the unflinching honesty 
you’d expect from Eddie Jones. 
Publishing after the World Cup, 
the final chapters will be about 
England’s World Cup journey.

As renowned as he is for his work 
on the pitch, Jürgen Klopp may 
even be better known for his 
outspoken sayings off it. Anyone 
can live by his memorable mantras 
with this book of witticisms and 
quotes from the legendary 

                                            Liverpool manager. 

KAIZEN 
9781529005356 | HB
£9.99 | 19.09.19 | Bluebird

SPIRITED 
9781509860579 | HB
£14.99 | 17.10.19 | Bluebird

Perfect for fans of Marie Kondo 
and Ikigai; a gorgeously illustrated 
introduction to the Japanese 
method of Kaizen – meaning 
‘change’ ‘good’ – showing you 
how to make small, step-by-step 
changes to transform your life. 

Thought mixology was just for 
men? This flavour-focused book 
of drinks with a feminist angle 
features fifty cocktails, cordials and 
other concoctions from bestselling 
food author and long-time whisky 
enthusiast Signe Johansen.

ASTRO POETS:  
YOUR GUIDES TO THE ZODIAC 
9781529029963 | HB
£9.99 | 31.10.19 | Picador

SHAKESPEARE FOR  
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR 
9781509890323 | HB
£18.99 | 19.09.19 | Macmillan

From the online phenomenon 
the Astro Poets comes the first 
great astrology primer of the 21st 
century, full of insight, advice 
and humour for every sign in 
the zodiac. Lorde, Michelle 
Branch and Lena Dunham are 
already fans!

From the woman behind A Poem 
for Every Day of the Year comes 
a daily dose of the Bard, where 
his beloved classics sit alongside 
less well-worn extracts. Sure to fill 
anyone’s year with wonder, wit 
and wisdom. 

We think we’ve got some pretty good offerings for under the tree this year, 
from the trademark wisdom of the ‘Normal One’ to the definitive guide to 

astrology for the Twitter generation. No gift receipts necessary!
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PAN PAPERBACK LEADS

From the inimitable C. J. Sansom to a truly jaw-dropping Swedish crime 
import, we’ve got a plethora of Pan paperbacks for you to peruse . . .

THE BUTTERFLY ROOM
9781529014969  
PB | £8.99 
03.10.19 
Pan

What do you do when 
your dream turns into a 
nightmare? When the 
Lockwoods move into their 
dream home on The 
Avenue, they are greeted by 
the chilling news that a 
serial killer has struck 
nearby. They’re watching 
the neighbourhood, but 
who’s watching them? For 
fans of The Couple Next 
Door, The Neighbour is a 
twisting thriller about a leafy 
suburb with a deadly secret, 
by rising crime star 
Fiona Cummins. 

‘Superbly sinister’
Sunday Mirror

Last year’s The Love Letter 
took paperback tables by 
storm, and this year Lucinda’s 
back with her trademark mix 
of unforgettable characters 
and heart-breaking secrets. 

This is a spellbinding, multi-
generational story set in a 
house full of mysteries and 
featuring the re-emergence of 
a long-lost love. The Butterfly 
Room is a dual narrative 
standalone and captivating 
read that will appeal to new 
readers as well as Lucinda’s 
existing fans.

THE NEIGHBOUR
9781509876938  
PB | £7.99 
03.10.19 
Pan

Shardlake’s latest mystery 
comes to paperback at last, 
as C. J. Sansom once again 
brings Tudor England vividly 
to life. 

Set two years after the death 
of Henry VIII, Tombland 
finds Matthew Shardlake 
working as a lawyer, when 
the murder of a relative 
of Elizabeth’s sends him 
to Norwich, where the 
case becomes embroiled 
in an explosive peasant 
rebellion. This new edition 
also includes a historical 
essay from the author on 
reimagining Kett’s Rebellion.

TOMBLAND 
9781447284512  
PB | £8.99 
          19.09.19 
          Pan

Sometimes, you don’t want 
to know the truth. Especially 
when your teenage daughter 
is accused of murder. This 
stunning psychological 
thriller has already made a 
big splash, being listed as 
‘one to watch’ for 2019 by 
the Guardian. If you loved 
The Woman in the Window 
or The Girl Before, this is the 
perfect next thing to keep 
you up at night. Told from 
the perspectives of a father, 
a mother, and their daughter 
Stella, the events of one 
fateful night are told and 
retold – but do we believe 
Stella, or the evidence 
against her?

A NEARLY NORMAL  
FAMILY 
9781529008142  
PB | £8.99 
26.12.19 | Pan
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PICADOR PAPERBACKS

BEFORE THE COFFEE GETS COLD 
9781529029581 | PB
£8.99 | 19.09.19

THE WINTER SOLDIER 
9780330458337 | PB
£8.99 | 03.10.19

What would you change, if you 
could go back in time? There’s 
only one rule: you have to return 
before the coffee gets cold . . . 

In a small back alley in Tokyo, 
there is a café which has been 
serving carefully brewed coffee for 
more than one hundred years. But 
this coffee shop offers its customers 

a unique experience: the chance to travel back in time. In this 
beautiful, moving story, four visitors are hoping to make use 
of the café’s magic. One to confront the man who left them, 
one to receive a letter from before their husband’s Alzheimer’s 
took his memory, one to see their sister one last time, and the 
last to meet the daughter they never got to know. Already a 
phenomenon in Japan, this is perfect for fans of The Guest 
Cat and If Cats Disappeared from the World – and gorgeously 
designed to look great on your tables!

Daniel Mason is the author of the 
bestselling The Piano Tuner. We 
can’t help feeling that this, his 
third offering, is his best yet.

As the First World War devastates 
Europe, Lucius is a twenty-
two-year-old medical student in 
Vienna. Encouraged to enlist 
by romantic tales of battlefield 

surgery, he soon finds that the reality of a field-hospital 
ravaged by typhus is a far cry from his expectations. Only one 
nurse remains, and from her Lucius learns a brutal makeshift 
medicine, until one day an unconscious solder is brought in 
from the snow, his pockets full of mysterious drawings, and 
Lucius must make a choice that will change the course of all 
their lives. The Doll Factory author Elizabeth Macneal has 
called this ‘one of the best books I’ve ever read’ – need we  
say more?

Hot off the press from the Bookseller’s Imprint of the Year is this glorious 
selection of paperbacks. Guaranteed to transport you everywhere from Japan to 

First World War Europe, just dive in and get swept away.

THE CITADEL 
9781529015386 | PB
£9.99 | 19.09.19

EVENING IN PARADISE
9781509882311 | PB
£9.99 | 05.09.19

It’s not hard to see why readers still 
love this title, 82 years after its first 
publication in 1937. 

A moving and gripping medical 
drama which influenced the 
foundation of the NHS, The 
Citadel is full of tragedy, triumph 
and redemption. When newly-
qualified doctor Andrew Manson 

takes up his first position in a Welsh mining community, his 
initial idealism and enthusiasm are quickly deflated. Having 
to perform operations on a kitchen table amid unspeakable 
sanitary conditions makes Andrew speak out about conditions, 
only for him to be swept up in the greedy world of London 
medicine. 

Who better to reintroduce this classic to new readers than 
Adam Kay, author of the phenomenon This is Going to Hurt? 
His foreword for this edition brings Cronin’s classic saga into 
contemporary context.

A Manual for Cleaning Women 
sold 23,000 copies, largely due 
to huge support from booksellers 
– thank you! – and saw Lucia 
Berlin finally recognised for her 
enormous talent. 

Evening in Paradise is the 
continuation of that renaissance; 
another careful selection of stories 

from Lucia’s array of remaining work. 

Ranging from Texas, to Chile, to New Mexico and New 
York, Evening in Paradise shows us the good, the bad and 
everything in between: struggling young mothers, husbands 
who pack their bags and leave in the night, and the brutal new 
perspective on a first marriage from the refuge of the second. 
These twenty-two gems are essential pieces of Berlin’s oeuvre, 
making Evening in Paradise a jewel-box follow-up.
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NEW MANTLE HARDBACKS

A charming French novel in translation about the joy of books and a mystery spanning from the 
First World War to contemporary Edinburgh are two must-read releases from Mantle this autumn.

‘The passeur has to choose a reader. Someone they will have watched, 
even followed, until they are able to intuit the book that person needs. 
Make no mistake, it’s a very demanding task. You don’t allocate a 
book as a challenge, on a whim, to upset or provoke.’

For fans of The Little Paris Bookshop and The Elegance of the Hedgehog, 
The Girl Who Reads on the Métro is simply the perfect comfort read for 
anyone who loves books. French quirk, charm and literary references 
combine to make a perfectly formed gift.

Juliette takes the Métro to her loathed office job each morning. Her only 
escape is in books, which she avidly reads on her journey and imagines 
what her fellow commuters’ choices might say about them. One day 
she decides to alight the train a few stops early and crosses paths with 
Soliman – the mysterious owner of the most enchanting bookshop 
Juliette has ever seen. Soliman believes in the power of books to change 
the course of a life – entrusting his passeurs with the task of giving each 
book to the person who needs it most – and he thinks Juliette is perfect 
for the job. And so, leaving her old life behind, Juliette will discover the 
true power a book can have . . .

THE GIRL WHO READS ON THE MÉTRO
9781509868339 | HB | £12.99 | 17.10.19 | Mantle

‘In the end they buried him before they walked away. Not deep, but 
a dip in the ground scraped out beneath a scattering of walnut shells 
. . . They didn’t leave a marker; only the mud on their boots told the 
tale. And the treasure that came last from the dead man’s pockets: 
Pawn ticket no.125; That small square of blue.’

From the bestselling author of The Other Mrs Walker comes Mary 
Paulson-Ellis’s second stunning historical mystery, The Inheritance of 
Solomon Farthing.

An old soldier dies alone in his Edinburgh nursing home. No known 
relatives, and no will to enact. Just a pawn ticket found amongst his 
belongings, and fifty thousand pounds in used notes sewn into the lining 
of his burial suit . . . Heir hunter, Solomon Farthing – down on his luck, 
until, perhaps, now – is tipped off on this unexplained fortune. Armed 
with only the deceased’s name and the crumpled pawn ticket, he must 
find the dead man’s closest living relative if he is to get a cut of this much-
needed cash. But in trawling through the deceased’s family tree, Solomon 
uncovers a mystery that goes back to 1918 and a group of eleven soldiers 
abandoned in a farmhouse billet in France.

THE INHERITANCE OF SOLOMON FARTHING
9781447293941 | HB | £16.99 | 05.09.19 | Mantle
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MACMILLAN COLLECTOR’S LIBRARY

An uplifting collection of poetry about 
happiness with an introduction by writer, 
broadcaster and parish priest, The Reverend 
Richard Coles

A powerful novel of the American 
Midwest by Pulitzer Prize-winning author  
Willa Cather, with an afterword by Professor 
Bridget Bennett.

This collection of classic travel poems will 
transport readers to lands far and near. 
Introduced by novelist and prize-winning 
travel writer, Paul Theroux.

A selection of stories which highlights the 
breadth of Anton Chekhov’s stunning  
talent, selected and introduced by novelist 
Paul Bailey.

Since poetry began, there have been 
nature poems. This delightful collection is 
introduced by Helen Macdonald.

A Russian literary masterpiece, Mikhail 
Bulgakov’s incredible novel has been 
translated into more than twenty languages. 
Introduced here by Orlando Figes.

A collection of beloved classic children’s 
poems introduced by acclaimed children’s 
writer, Michael Morpurgo.

Thomas De Quincey describes addiction 
in searing detail in this nineteenth-century 
autobiography. Introduced by biographer, 
critic and academic Dr Frances Wilson.

A collection of joyful poems and songs 
celebrating the Christmas season, this 
stunning book is the perfect stocking filler. 
Featuring an introduction by Judith Flanders.

POEMS FOR HAPPINESS 
9781509893812 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCL

MY ÁNTONIA 
9781509899784 | HB
£9.99 | 05.09.19 | MCL

POEMS FOR TRAVELLERS
9781509893799 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCL

IN THE RAVINE & OTHER STORIES 
9781509899807  | HB
£9.99 | 05.09.19 | MCL

POEMS ON NATURE 
9781509893805 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCL

THE MASTER AND MARGARITA 
9781529012118 | HB
£10.99 | 05.09.19 | MCL

POEMS OF CHILDHOOD
9781509893782 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCL

CONFESSIONS OF AN  
ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER
9781509899791 | HB | £9.99 | 05.09.19 | MCL

POEMS FOR CHRISTMAS
9781509893829 | HB
£9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCL

We have plenty of incredible classics repackaged as 
part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library. The series of 
stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics with gold-
foiled edges and ribbon markers boasts something for 
everyone. This autumn, we are delighted to publish 
beautiful poetry, Russian classics, and a powerful story 
of the American Midwest.

Don’t miss our brand-new poster for 2019! This lovely 
A2 poster features our new poetry collections. 

We also have an updated Collector’s Booklet as well as 
our Poems to Keep in Your Pocket chap book for giving 
out to customers. They fit perfectly into our MCL 
spinners, too! If you’re short on MCL wrapping paper or 
would like to try offering a subscription service in your 
bookshop please get in touch.

MCL Poetry Poster 2019
9781529039788

Mini Collector’s Booklet
9781529036367

Poems to Keep in Your Pocket
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ROOM ON THE BROOM / HALLOWEEN

AVAILABLE!

ROOM ON THE BROOM SOUND BOOK
9781529000870 | HB
£14.99 | 05.09.19 | MCB

THE ROOM ON THE BROOM  
PARTY BOOK
9781509894765 | PB| £7.99 | 05.09.19 | MCB

MY MAGICAL 
WITCH
9781529001761  
BB | £5.99
05.09.19 
Campbell

DRACULA 
SPECTACULAR
9781509845989  
PB | £6.99
19.09.19 
MCB

PUMPKINHEADS
9781529008630 
PB | £9.99
05.09.19 
MCB

HAPPY HALLOWEEN

Enter a magical world and take a 
broomstick ride with this colourful 
witch! Yujin Shin’s beautiful 
illustrations create four bright magical 
scenes with push, pull and turn 
mechanisms.

It’s tough being a vampire when you’re 
more giggles and glitter than beastly and 
bitter. A picture book that celebrates 
being proud to be different, from Lucy 
Rowland and Ben Mantle, the creative 
duo behind Little Red Reading Hood.

No. 1 New York Times bestseller 
Rainbow Rowell teams up with Faith 
Erin Hicks for Pumpkinheads, a 
smart, swoony YA full colour graphic 
novel story of missed connections in a 
pumpkin patch!

WE’VE GOT SOMETHING FOR ALL AGES THIS HALLOWEEN

ROOM ON THE BROOM DAY!

Iggety, ziggety, zaggety, zoom . 
. .
Celebrate Halloween with Room 
on the Broom

This Halloween we have two 
fantastic new additions to the Room 
on the Broom canon, with a brand 
new Sound Book and  
Party Book.  

The Room on the Broom Party Book provides all the inspiration you need to create 
your own wonderful witchy celebrations. Whether it’s conjuring magic bog slime, 
broomstick games, or tasty finger-food, this book will bring your Halloween 
celebrations to a new level of spooktacular fun. 

Hear the dragon roar and the frog croak in the latest iteration of the immensely 
popular sound book, now with integrated press-the-page technology. Hear the tap of 
the witch's wand and the whoosh of her broomstick as well as 10 other sounds across 
the story. The ideal gift for all fans of this firm family favourite.  As ever we have all 
the POS you need to create fun and spooky displays in store this Halloween – just let 
us know if you’d like any for your bookshop.
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THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD – 15TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
9781509894475 
PB | £6.99 | 19.09.19

THE GRUFFALO AND THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD – GIFT SLIPCASE
          9781509802142 
          HB | £30.00 | 19.09.19

THE SNAIL AND THE WHALE FESTIVE EDITION
          9781529017205 | PB | £6.99 | 03.10.19
          9781529017212 | BB | £6.99 | 03.10.19

The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should
Ever set foot in the deep dark wood.

But one wild and windy night the Gruffalo’s child disobeys her father and ventures 
out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn’t really exist . . . does he?

We are celebrating fifteen years since of The Gruffalo’s Child with a special 
anniversary edition of the story. Packed with extra content, this edition includes a 
wrap-around snowy play scene and press-out characters to truly bring the story alive 
in an incredible interactive story-telling experience. Bonus content includes The 
Gruffalo’s Child song, a The Gruffalo’s Child quiz, and tips for putting on a The 
Gruffalo’s Child show!

Beautiful book alert! To celebrate twenty years since the release of The Gruffalo, 
we’re very excited to bring you special hardback editions of these two beloved stories.  

Held by a beautiful slipcase with cut-out detailing, these editions feature foil 
detailing and special cream paper.  

The ultimate gift edition to celebrate this special anniversary year – a must-have for 
fans of the Gruffalo, big and small.

We still have lots of Gruffalo 20 posters and stickers available so let us know if you’d 
like any for your store.

In celebration of the Christmas 2019 film for TV adaptation, we are delighted 
to publish these beautiful festive editions of The Snail and the Whale featuring a 
shiny new foiled cover complete with wintery icebergs and penguins!

This delightful tale of adventure and friendship is perfect for reading together 
at Christmas. Follow the thrilling tale of a tiny snail and a great big humpback 
whale as they go on an epic journey. They travel past icebergs and volcanoes, 
sharks and penguins! But when disaster strikes, the snail must save the day.

JULIA DONALDSON AND AXEL SCHEFFLER

Seasonal gifts from the unparalleled partnership of Julia Donaldson and 
Axel Scheffler. Masters of children’s story-telling, these new editions of 

classic picture books are certain to bring some festive cheer!
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THE NIGHTJAR / THE SECRET CHAPTER

In this outstanding debut adventure Deborah Hewitt 
explores the myths surrounding the enigmatic Nightjar bird 
and sets her story in a magical time-warp version of London, 
that seems stuck in the 1930s. 

All her life, Alice has been haunted by visions of birds. But when 
the mysterious Crowley appears at Alice’s door, he reveals she’s 
been seeing nightjars – the miraculous birds which guard our 
souls. And a shadowy faction wants to use her rare gift to hunt the 
magically gifted . . . 

By incorporating fascinating and little-known elements of Finnish 
mythology Hewitt has created an utterly unique, fantastical world, 
perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Charlie Jane Anders. 

This in combination with a nail-biting will-they-won’t-they 
romance makes for an unmissable read which will leave you 
roaming the streets of a nightjar-filled London long after you finish 
the last page.

The highly-anticipated sixth book in Genevieve Cogman’s 
brilliantly witty Invisible Library series. 

In this new bookish adventure Irene and Kai have to team up with 
an unlikely band of misfits to pull off an amazing art heist or risk 
the wrath of the mysterious Mr Nemo. But with people willing to 
kill to protect their goal, it’s not going to be an easy job. After all,
for a librarian spy, books are a dangerous business. 

This is Ocean’s Eleven meets Discworld with a fraught fae-dragon 
alliance to boot. 

Genevieve’s fans are massively devoted to the series and are eagerly 
awaiting the next instalment, and this bookish romp won’t let 
them down. 

‘Reminiscent of the works of Diana Wynne Jones  
and Neil Gaiman . . . a true treat to read’
Publishers Weekly on The Invisible Library

THE NIGHTJAR
9781509896462 | PB | £7.99 | 05.09.19 | Pan

THE SECRET CHAPTER
9781529000573 | PB | £8.99 | 14.11.19 | Pan
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In the twenty-third century, humanity is enjoying a comparative utopia. Yet life on Earth is about to 
change, forever . . . How do you prepare for a future this generation will never see?

The thrilling follow-up to Salvation featuring alien first contact, threats to humanity, 
a future war and amazing technological advances - the page-turning adventure continues. This epic 
journey is Peter F. Hamilton at his brilliant best. A thrilling read!

John Gwynne’s stirring epic fantasy trilogy reaches new heights in this second volume.  
In the battle of Starstone Lake, Drem and his friends witnessed horrors they’ll never forget. Now 
our heroes flee to warn the Order of the Bright Star. But the demons’ high priestess, Fritha, is 
determined to hunt them down.

In this phenomenal follow-up to A Time of Dread, demons rise, angels fall and heroes  
are forged in the fires of war.

If you’re looking to start a new series, we’ve got you covered with this extraordinary tale.
As a bard’s apprentice and thief, Kihrin is desperate to buy a way out of Quur’s slums, 
but when he raids the wrong house, he’s marked by a demon and life will never be the same again.

This thunderously good read is most anticipated fantasy debut of the year – oh and there are dragons 
in this one too!

Another sequel for you! The Name of all Things continues the extraordinary fantasy adventure which 
began with The Ruin of Kings (read more about it below!). Imperial politics, gods, demons, thieves, 
wizards, kings, and (most importantly) dragons! What more could you want from an epic fantasy 
series? In this page turner, a young woman discovers her actions will change an empire. For fans of 
Patrick Rothfuss and Robin Hobb.

SFF PICKS

A TIME OF BLOOD
John Gwynne 
 
9781509812974 | PB | £8.99 | 03.10.19 | Pan

THE NAME OF ALL THINGS
Jenn Lyons 
 
9781509879533 | HB | £18.99 | 31.10.19 | Tor

THE RUIN OF KINGS
Jenn Lyons 
 
9781509879502 | PB | £8.99 | 19.09.19 | Tor

SALVATION LOST
Peter F. Hamilton 
 
          9781447281351 | HB | £20.00 | 31.10.19 | Macmillan
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HISTORY

OUT NOW IN PAPERBACK

EIGHT DAYS AT YALTA
          9781509868742     
          HB | £25.00 | 17.10.19 | Picador

KREMLIN WINTER 
9781509883035    
HB | £25.00 | 03.10.19 | Picador

This is the gripping human story of 
how American volunteers fought famine 
during the Bolshevik regime, saving 
Lenin’s revolutionary government 
from chaos and millions of people
from starvation. Backed by $20 million 
from the US government, and founded 
by Herbert Hoover, US Secretary 
of Commerce, the American Relief 
Administration recruited more than 
three hundred young Americans to 
volunteer and distribute food, clothing 
and medical supplies across the poverty-
stricken nation. 

With a rich cast of characters and 
deep understanding of the period, 
Douglas Smith shines a bright light on 
this shadowy moment of US/Russian 
relations. 

Robert Service’s Kremlin Winter is a 
definitive exposé on Putin’s premiership 
and how he has held onto power this 
past decade.

Putin’s rule, whether as president or 
prime minister, has been marked by a 
steady increase in domestic repression 
and international assertiveness. Despite 
this, there have been signs of liberal 
growth and Putin – and Russia – now 
faces a far from certain future. Robert 
Service is the perfect candidate to guide 
us through the blizzard or contradictions 
that make up the Putin presidency, 
having already successfully published 
a number of Russian histories and 
frequently appearing on Radio 4’s 
Today Programme as a commentator 
on the region.

THE RUSSIAN JOB 
9781509882892     
HB | £25.00 | 14.11.19 | Picador

It’s a Russian-centric offering from our Non-Fiction this autumn with three premier historians  
each revealing a very different window into the complex tapestry of East/West relations. 

We are also delighted to be publishing the fifth instalment in Peter Ackroyd’s 
acclaimed and bestselling six-volume History of England, with Dominion 
taking in the reign of Queen Victoria.

DOMINION
9781509881321 |PB
£12.99 | 19.09.19 | Picador

February, 1945. As the Second World 
War draws to a close, Churchill, 
Roosevelt and Stalin arrive in the 
Crimean resort of Yalta. What follows 
is eight days of bargaining, bombast 
and the fatal underestimation of Stalin 
by the western powers. This pivotal 
moment in world history is captured in 
this work of intense historical drama. 
The true triumph is Diana Preston’s 
seamless melding of vivid writing (you 
can practically smell the cigar smoke), 
with meticulous levels of research. 
What’s more, the appetite for WWII 
histories hasn’t gone anywhere in the 
UK and February 2020 marks the 75th 
anniversary of the Conference, with 
Preston heavily involved in the PR 
activity surrounding this event. 
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NON-FICTION HARDBACKS

PERMANENT RECORD
9781529035650 | HB 
£20.00 | 17.09.19 | Macmillan

In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked 
the world when he broke with the American intelligence 
establishment and revealed that the United States government 
was secretly pursuing the means to collect every single 
phone call, text message, and email. The result would be an 
unprecedented system of mass surveillance with the ability 
to pry into the private lives of every person on earth. Six years 
later, Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to 
build this system and why he was moved to expose it.

DIARY OF A LONE TWIN
9781529011289 | HB
£16.99 | 05.09.19 | Bluebird

More than thirty years ago, David Loftus’s cherished identical 
twin, John, passed away following a tragic medical error. A 
day hasn’t gone by without David feeling this loss. To try 
and process his grief he turned to writing for an hour a day, 
remembering his brother. The result is Diary of a Lone Twin. 
A searingly honest excavation of the human heart and a rare 
insight into the incredible bond between identical twins. 

David is himself a highly respected and world-renowned food 
photographer who has worked on projects for Jamie Oliver, 
Prue Leith and Rachel Khoo.

THE AGE OF FOOTBALL
9781509854240 | HB
£25.00 | 05.09.19 | Macmillan

In the twenty-first century football is first. First among sports 
themselves, but it now commands the allegiance, interest and 
engagement of more people in more places than any other 
phenomenon. Taking in a fantastic scope of case studies, The 
Age of Football explores events as varied as the role of football 
fans in the Arab Spring, the footballing presidencies of Bolivia’s 
Evo Morales and China’s declared intention to both host and 
win the World Cup by 2050. David Goldblatt is himself in the 
premier league of sports historians, having previously written 
The Ball is Round and The Game of Our Lives. 

THE GREAT FLOOD
9781447298199 | HB
£16.99 | 31.10.19 | Picador

Awarding-winning writer Edward Platt has given us something 
quite special with this literary travelogue. In it he explores the 
ways in which water has shaped our landscape, our literature 
and our sense of self. During the course of two years, which 
coincided with the record-breaking floods of the winter of 
2013–14, Platt travelled around the country, visiting places 
that had flooded and meeting the people affected. The result 
is both a brilliant dramatization of their experiences and a 
considered statement on what happens as the planet warms 
and water levels rise. 
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FESTIVE PICKS FOR CHILDREN

Everyone’s favourite 
festive mouse is back in 
paperback! Join Winston 
in this heartwarming tale 
of bravery, kindness and 
unlikely friendships. Alex T. 
Smith’s adorable advent tale 
is packed full of Christmassy 
crafting activities for each day 
in December. The perfect 
gift for any child to read 
aloud and share with all the 
family time and time again. 

Written by debut author 
Carys Bexington and 
illustrated by star artist Kate 
Hindley, The Night Before 
Christmas in Wonderland 
is a children's classic in the 
making. This witty rhyming 
mash up about a trip by 
Santa and his reindeer to 
Wonderland on Christmas 

Eve is full of adventure and features key Wonderland 
characters such as the Queen of Hearts, the Mad Hatter and 
the White Rabbit.

HOW WINSTON DELIVERED CHRISTMAS
9781529010862 | PB | £9.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS IN WONDERLAND
9781509879885 | HB | £12.99 | 03.10.19 | MCB

Macmillan Children’s Books certainly know how to spread Christmas joy 
 – there’s something for children of all ages in this selection of fun festive books.

BUSY REINDEER
9781529004922 | BB | £5.99 

03.10.19 | Campbell

THE MOST-LOVED BEAR
9781509854301 | PB | £6.99 

17.10.19 | MCB

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
9781529003826 | BB | £5.99

03.10.19 | Campbell

CHRISTMAS COMES  
TO MOOMINVALLEY

9781529003635 | PB | £6.99 | 17.10.19 | MCB

CHRISTMAS
9781529012880 | BB | £6.99 

17.10.19 | Campbell

THE RETURN OF SPROUTZILLA! 
9781509894611 | PB | £6.99 

17.10.19 | MCB

A new Christmassy addition to the Busy 
Books series: Busy Reindeer features 
Campbell’s signature push, pull and 

turning mechanisms. 

In this charming tale, a small bear goes 
on a big adventure! Will he ever find his 

way back to Mary Rose? 

The perfect introduction to this popular 
seasonal tale. Bring the story to life and 
help Ebeneezer Scrooge discover the 

joy of Christmas!

In this beautiful debossed and foiled 
edition, the newly awakened Moomin 

family experience Christmas for 
the first time!

With bright illustrations, this touch-and-
feel board book features giant peekaboo 
flaps, perfect for babies 6 months plus  

at Christmas.

Can Jack and Ruby rescue Santa from 
stinky Sproutzilla, before the villainous 
vegetables ruin Christmas? The sequel 

to Sproutzilla vs Christmas!
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EVENTS

Want to host an event at your bookshop? Let us know! We’ve picked out some key authors touring in early 
2020 below,  so if you’re interesting in finding out more in advance or sending through a pitch then email us 
at: pinboard@macmillan.com

FEBRUARY 2020

MARCH 2020 APRIL 2020
EMILY ST JOHN
MANDEL
GLASS HOTEL

Emily St. John 
Mandel will be 
visiting for her 
next book after the 
bestselling Station 
Eleven.

KIRAN MILLWOOD
HARGRAVE
THE MERCIES

The first adult novel 
from bestselling 
children’s author 
Kiran Millwood 
Hargrave.

BRIAN BILSTON
DIARY OF
A SOMEBODY

Brian is based in 
Cambridgeshire 
and keen to do 
events, but his 
identity stays secret!

MOTHER PUKKA
PAPA PUKKA
WHERE’S MY 
HAPPY ENDING?

Anna Whitehouse 
and Matt Farquharson 
will introduce you to 
their laugh-out-loud 
guide to relationships.

ELIZABETH
MACNEAL
THE DOLL
FACTORY

Elizabeth Macneal 
is based in London 
and will be touring 
again next year 
for her paperback 
release.

MG LEONARD &
SAM SEDGMAN
THE HIGHLAND 
FALCON THIEF

Major new middle-
grade series launch. 
MG Leonard & 
Sam Sedgman will 
be doing events.

DAVID NOTT
WAR DOCTOR

London-based 
David Nott is 
available for events 
to discuss his 
extraordinary story.

JANICE HADLOW
THE OTHER
BENNET SISTER

Discover another 
side to Mary 
Bennet. Author 
Janice Hadlow is 
available for events.

ANNA FARGHER
UMBRELLA MOUSE 
TO THE RESCUE

Pip returns in the 
second novel from 
Anna Fargher who 
will be doing events 
around publication.

JANUARY 2020

EVENTS

It goes without saying that this is a small selection of all authors 
available, so if you have a particular author in mind for something at 
your store then please do get in touch.

*NOT FINAL PB COVER

*NOT FINAL PB COVER*NOT FINAL PB COVER

*NOT FINAL HB COVER

cover to be revealed



The debut adult novel from
Kiran Millwood Hargrave

Hardback | 9781529005103 | £14.99   •  Trade Paperback | 9781529005127 | £13.99
ebook | 9781529005141  •  Audio | 9781529005158

Coming 6th February 2020


